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        For fans by fans: Harry Potter
& J.K. Rowling news, publications
and serious projects.
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                Our books
              

              
                Introducing TRL Books, the imprint from The Rowling Library. Our first
                publication, Secret History of the Wizarding Phenomenon, delves deep into the making of
                the Harry Potter books, movies, theme parks and more. Discover the behind the scenes of one of the most
                successful franchise in history.
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          Rowling Index
        

        
          The Rowling Index is an archive of everything that J.K. Rowling has written throughout the years (that we are aware of). From novels and short stories to articles and forewords for other books, this project aims to compile every piece of written work by the author of Harry Potter.
        

        
          
            Visit Rowling Index
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          Timeline
        

        
          A very brief outline of J.K. Rowling's life, focusing on the main events of her career and some personal moments. Delve into the key events that shaped her remarkable career and gain insight into a few personal moments that have defined J.K. Rowling's journey.
        

        
          
            Visit J.K. Rowling's Timeline
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          Original J.K. Rowling's Website
        

        
          We restored J.K. Rowling's original website. This was the website she used while writing the final two Harry Potter books, and it was her only online presence back then. It was full of information about the series as well as hidden tidbits for fans.
        

        
          
            Visit Original J.K. Rowling's Website
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      We publish a free, digital magazine every month, featuring articles, thoughts, news, theories, opinions, and additional content related to Harry Potter, Cormoran Strike, and other works by J.K. Rowling.
      

      
        
          Latest issue
        
        
          See all issues
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      March 27th, 2024    
    
      MinaLima to release Harry Potter box set containing the first three novels    

    
The design studio MinaLima plans to publish a boxed set containing their illustrated editions of the first three Harry Potter novels by J.K. Rowling. This boxed set will include their previously released editions of Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets and Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban. […]
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      March 21st, 2024    
    
      The Royal Mint releases new Harry Potter Commemorative coin: The Winged Keys    

    
The Royal Mint has released a new commemorative coin titled “The Winged Keys” as part of their ongoing Harry Potter series. The latest coin depicts an iconic scene from Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone where Harry catches a winged key while riding a broomstick, helping overcome one of the challenges protecting the Sorcerer’s Stone […]
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      MinaLima to release Harry Potter box set containing the first three novels    

    
The design studio MinaLima plans to publish a boxed set containing their illustrated editions of the first three Harry Potter novels by J.K. Rowling. This boxed set will include their previously released editions of Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets and Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban. […]
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      March 9th, 2024    
    
      Deluxe Limited Edition of “The Art and Making of Hogwarts Legacy” Now Available    

    
Insight Editions has quietly introduced a deluxe limited edition of “The Art and Making of Hogwarts Legacy,” offering a distinct glimpse into the craftsmanship behind the highly anticipated video game set in the magical universe of Harry Potter. Limited to a mere 250 copies, this collector’s edition boasts a clothbound version of the book, accompanied […]
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      September 8th, 2023    
    
      The Running Grave will feature 136 chapters    

    
The upcoming release The Running Grave by J.K. Rowling, the seventh book in the Cormoran Strike series, is scheduled for September 26th. We can now share that a distinctive feature of this installment will be its expansive structure, which will consist of 136 chapters. The book will open with a prologue, followed by nine parts […]
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                  Exploring the Relationship Between Warner Bros. and J.K. Rowling: Three Key Points Revealed by the Wall Street Journal
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                  The Running Grave: The grip of an unforgettable tale that lingers long after the final page is turned.
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        Becoming a patron of The Rowling Library
      

      
        You can support The Rowling Library financially with a small monthly contribution. Your support helps us create new projects and continue our current initiatives, including the monthly magazine, the website, the Index, and more.
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              Community
            

            
              Join the conversation at The Rowling Library Forums! Our community is made up of fans from around the world who come together to discuss all things related to J.K. Rowling's writing, including Harry Potter and the Cormoran Strike series. Share your thoughts, ask questions, and connect with like-minded fans.
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          Newsletter
        

        
          Sign up to our weekly newsletter to stay up to date on the latests news and articles:
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      The Rowling Library is not associated with J.K. Rowling, The Blair Partnership, Pottermore, Bloomsbury, Scholastic
      or Warner Bros., or any of the individuals or companies associated with producing and publishing Harry Potter
      books and films.
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